HHS Undergrad Advisers as of 8/16/17

CSD:

A-B = Melanie Mulkey: Melanie.Barranco@southeastern.edu  K-M = Roxanne Stoehr  rstoehr@southeastern.edu
C-E= Pamela Bankston: Pamela.bankston@southeastern.edu  N-P= Dr. Paula Currie  pcurrie@southeastern.edu
F-G = Dr. Donna Thomas: Donna.Thomas@southeastern.edu  Q-S= Dr. Ashley Meaux  Ashley.meaux@southeastern.edu
H-J = Dr. Lillian Stiegler  lstiegler@southeastern.edu  T-Z= Dr. Rebecca Davis  rebecca.davis-2@southeastern.edu

SW:

A-Bra = Dr. Bonnie Ahn: bahn@southeastern.edu
Bre-Deweese = Jamie Magee: jamie.baker-3@southeastern.edu
Dim-Hunter = Dr. Heidi Kulkin: hkulkin@southeastern.edu
Hurst-Morgan & Child Welfare Students = Dr. Corie Hebert: corie.hebert@southeastern.edu
Mosby-Seiber = Mrs. Tonyalea Elam: tonyalea.elam@southeastern.edu
Seva-Z = Dr. Angela Wood: angela.wood@southeastern.edu

FCS:

Child Life: A-Z = Dr. Holly Kihm: Holly.Kihm@southeastern.edu

Family Studies:

A-F = Dr. Holly Kihm: Holly.Kihm@southeastern.edu  G-Z = Dr. Peggy Rolling: prolling@southeastern.edu

Fashion Merchandizing:

A-L= Jane Opiri: jane.opiri@southeastern.edu  M-Z= Dr. Carol Hall: Carol.Hall@southeastern.edu

Nutrition:

A-G = Brandy Williams: brandy.williams-3@southeastern.edu
H-P= Christina Martin: christina.martin-2@southeastern.edu  Q-Z = Heather Dykes: heather.dykes@southeastern.edu

Health Systems Management:

A-Z= Susan Tufts: susan.tufts@ssoutheastern.edu

Note: The CSD graduate adviser is Dr. Meghan Savage.